Internet, Email and Social Media Policy

Who is covered by this policy?

All members of staff, volunteers, trustees 

What is covered by this policy?

This policy clarifies for staff what is and is not acceptable behaviour with regard to internet, emails and any forms of social media, including twitter, Facebook etc.

Context

The internet is considered a form of publication, which means that both words and pictures posted on the internet can be judged libellous and [CHARITY NAME] may find itself liable for the action of its staff.

The internet is legally considered a public place, and as such it is an offence to publish or distribute ‘obscene’ material; this includes pornographic material and material likely to cause personal offence.

The Policy

[CHARITY NAME] staff must remember that all internet activity can be logged by their device, the internet server, Internet Service Provider (ISP), and by the ISP’s of any sites visited. This information is legally available to the police (among others) and will be traceable back to [CHARITY NAME].  Similarly, all email can be traced, intercepted, and recorded by third parties.  Email should be treated like a postcard: it is not a private or secure means of communication.

The Internet – including social media

	Staff are permitted to access the internet for personal reasons, but must comply with normal guidelines, must keep such access to a minimum and may have this privilege summarily revoked if, in the opinion of the line manager, it is being abused. 

	Staff are not permitted to knowingly distribute or access any material which discriminates or encourages discrimination or harassment on racial or ethnic grounds, or on the grounds of gender, sexual orientation, marital status, age, ethnic origin, skin colour, nationality, religion, or disability. To do so may lead to disciplinary action.

	As required by [CHARITY NAME]’S GDPR policy, staff may not disclose or transmit personal data other than their own without the express written consent of the individuals to whom the personal data relates.

	No staff are permitted to access illegal, obscene or offensive material on the internet (whether for work or personal use) while in the office, in a professional capacity or otherwise representing [CHARITY NAME].

	In the event that any member of staff finds that they have accessed such material unintentionally, they will be expected to leave the website immediately.

	The internet should be used for reference only. Downloading files/software onto a computer’s hard disk or any removable disk is not permitted without the prior consent of your line manager.  Downloading files/software onto the server is not permitted without prior consent of the IT Manager/ IT services and support provider.

	Staff must not publish or distribute any obscene, offensive or defamatory messages either online or via email or any other form of social media.

Emails

	All email sent from within [CHARITY NAME] must end with a disclaimer (whether for work or personal use). This will be automatically appended to all outgoing mail.

	All staff are expected to check their email as often as practicable and no less than twice a day.

	Within reason, personal emails are permitted, but should be kept to a minimum.

	Any suspicious emails should either be deleted or referred to the IT Manager/ IT services and support provider for investigation.

Social Media

Any social media used by a member of [CHARITY NAME]’s staff which associates them formally with [CHARITY NAME] must comply with the guidelines for the internet above.
	Staff should note that if any personal social media accounts held by staff put the brand and reputation of [CHARITY NAME], its staff or any associates at risk the staff member may face disciplinary action and may be dismissed.

	[CHARITY NAME] does not permit any of its staff to discuss [CHARITY NAME]’s business, colleagues or associates on social media without express permission.

The Chief Executive has the right to monitor any internet or email use by [CHARITY NAME] staff. All such investigations will be carried out confidentially.

This policy is not a definitive statement.  Staff should at all times conduct themselves in a manner so as not to harm [CHARITY NAME] or its staff and in accordance with the spirit of this policy statement.


